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Abstract:
Intrusion tolerance is a recent approach to deal with intentional and mali-

cious failures. It combines the research on fault tolerance with the research on
security, and relies on the means of proactive security. The development of a
fault-tolerant system requires the explication of its underlying fault assump-
tions. In this context, we propose a viewpoint on faults that discriminates
whether they are timely exploitable and, therefore, are not covered by proac-
tive security.

1 Introduction

Proactive security has become one of the most important means for the development
of intrusion-tolerant systems. Intrusion tolerance is a recent approach to deal with
intentional and malicious failures. It can be considered as a special case of fault
tolerance as its main idea is to prevent system failures by tolerating single even
undetected intrusions with means of redundancy. It especially addresses security
related threats and, therefore, is located at the borders of research on fault tolerance
and security.

The development of a fault-tolerant system requires to specify the underlying fault
assumptions explicating the type and number of faults to tolerate. Hence, the spec-
ification process includes the modelling of faults often based on fault taxonomies.
Avižienis et al. proposed such a taxonomy with elementary fault classes [ALRL04].
From our point of view, the modelling of faults is one of the most important means
to avoid unnoticed vulnerabilities.

Sousa et al. recently identified a previously unnoticed vulnerability within a number
of current intrusion-tolerant systems [SNV05]. The vulnerability is caused by the
systems’ asynchronous model allowing to violate assumptions of proactive security.
As our contribution, we abstract from such vulnerabilities and identify a class of
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faults related to the timeliness of exploitation that is not covered by proactive
security. We present a new viewpoint and two elementary fault classes for the
taxonomy of Avižienis et al. [ALRL04] as it does not cover the identified fault
classes yet.

The paper is organised as follows. First, we summarise the approach of proactive
security in section 2 considering proactive secret sharing as an example. The fault
taxonomy of Avižienis et al. [ALRL04] is briefly introduced in section 3. We present
the viewpoint with its fault classes in section 4 and conclude in section 5.

2 Proactive Security

Proactive security is an approach to tolerate long-term attacks by means of distri-
bution of trust and periodic refreshment [CGHN97]. Its main idea is to distribute
and periodically refresh items of a system, e.g., pieces of a secret or software com-
ponents, to remove the effects of intrusions. Usually, the choice, which items to
refresh, does not depend on prior intrusion detection. Due to its advantages, it has
been suggested for various contexts, e.g., secret sharing and recovery of program
code of components. Exemplarily, we describe proactive secret sharing.

Secret sharing is a cryptographic technique to attain the security of data. A secret
sharing scheme is a (k, n)-threshold scheme, which divides a sensitive data item into
n shares in a way that k shares are required to reconstruct the original item, but
less than k shares do not reveal any information about the item [Sha79, Bla79].
Distributing the shares to different components with independent failure modes
enables a system to tolerate up to k− 1 intrusions during the lifetime of the secret.

The lifetime of the secret may be undesirably large as vulnerability window to
tolerate component failures. A solution is to periodically refresh the shares as
proposed by Ostrovsky and Yung [OY91]. Proactive secret sharing “renew[s] the
shares without changing the secret, in such a way that any information learned
by the adversary about individual shares becomes obsolete after the shares are
renewed” [HJKY95]. Hence, an adversary needs to break into more than k −
1 components within the period between two renewal phases. The vulnerability
window is shrinked from the lifetime of the secret to the span between refreshments.
Furthermore, proactive secret sharing is used to recover lost or corrupted shares
without violating the confidentiality of other shares.

3 Fault Taxonomy

Fault-tolerant systems avoid failures by means of redundancy. Avižienis et al. state
that the “class(es) of faults that can actually be tolerated depend(s) on the fault
assumption that is being considered in the development process [...]” [ALRL04].
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They classify faults according to a taxonomy with eight basic viewpoints leading
to elementary fault classes as shown in figure 1.

The fault classes discriminate faults according to (a) their phase of creation or oc-
currence (b) the place of their origin (c) their phenomenological cause (d) whether
they affect hardware or software (e) whether they were introduced maliciously
(f) whether they were introduced intentionally (g) the capabilities of their orig-
inators (h) and their persistence. We note that the classes do not address time
properties regarding exploitation. There is no distinction between faults that are
exploitable in a timely manner and those that are not.

Phase of creation
or occurrence

[occur during (a) system development, (b) maintenance during the use phase,
and (c) generation of procedures to operate or to maintain the system]

Development faults

Operational faults
[occur during service delivery of the use phase]

the system by interaction or interference]
[originate outside the system boundary and propagate errors into
External faults

Internal faults
[originate inside the system boundary]

System boundaries

Natural faults
[caused by natural phenomena without human participation]

Human Made faults
[result from human actions]

Phenomenological cause

Hardware faults
[originate in, or affect, hardware]

Software faults
[affect software, i.e., programs or data]

Dimension

Malicious faults
[introduced by a human with the malicious objective of causing harm to the system]

Non Malicious faults
[introduced without malicious objective]

Objective

Deliberate faults
[result of a harmful decision]

Non Deliberate faults
[introduced without awareness]

Intent

Accidental faults
[introduced inadvertently]

[result from lack of professional competence by the authorized human(s),
or from inadequacy of the development organization]

Incompetence faultsCapability

Permanent faults
[presence is assumed to be continuous in time]

Transient faults
[presence is bounded in time]

Persistence

Faults

Figure 1: The elementary fault classes [ALRL04]

4 Timely Exploitation

Proactive security tolerates intrusions under the assumption that their number is
bounded within a vulnerability window. For example, proactive secret sharing with
a (k, n)-scheme keeps the confidentiality of the sensitive data item as long as an
adversary intrudes less than k components with shares between two refreshment
phases.

Sousa et al. found a vulnerability within a number of current intrusion-tolerant sys-
tems that rely on an asynchronous model [SNV05]. They showed that the vulner-
ability window (defined in terms of time) cannot be fixed in such systems, because
no assumptions regarding time can be made with a purely asynchronous model.
They presented an attack that violates the tolerance bounds of proactive security
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Timely Exploitable Faults
[can be exploited in a timely manner]

Non Timely Exploitable Faults
[cannot be exploited in a timely manner]

Timely Exploitability

Figure 2: Viewpoint Timely Exploitability

due to enlargement of the vulnerability window. In other words, they were able to
exploit too many vulnerabilities in a timely manner.

The components of an intrusion-tolerant system are required to handle a number of
normal service invocations greater or equal to the bound for intrusions to tolerate.
For example, the components participating in a (k, n)-scheme must be able to
handle k invocations between two refreshment phases at least, because otherwise
an authorized client would not be able to reconstruct the original data item by
collecting k shares at all. Hence, the period between refreshments is bounded
below.

This limitation opens the way for another kind of intrusions enabling the adversary
to exceed the number of faults tolerated by proactive security. If the time complex-
ity of the exploitation is below a certain bound, the adversary can carry out more
intrusions within the vulnerability window than tolerated. The time complexity of
exploitation depends on various factors that may change over time. For example,
acquisition of knowledge by the adversary may enable him to reduce the time com-
plexity of his attacks. Thus, the adversary can produce a system failure even if the
vulnerability window is fixed.

This kind of faults can be illustrated with a common type of vulnerabilities: soft-
ware flaws leading to buffer overflows. A buffer overflow is a failure activated by
maliciously altered input overwriting data beyond the end of a buffer, which is
supposed to accept the input. Such flaws require a certain amount of knowledge
to be exploited, e.g., the adversary needs to know at least the service containing
the flaw and the structure of the input required for a successful attack. However, if
the attacker gathers the knowledge, the buffer overflow is usually easy to activate.
Often the time complexity of buffer overflows equals the time complexity of normal
invocations of a service. Hence, an attacker is able to carry out a number of buffer
overflows equal to service invocations of a normal client exceeding the bounds of
proactive security.

Proactive security only tolerates intrusions that do not violate its tolerance bounds
by timely exploitation. As the development of fault-tolerant systems requires to
specify which types of faults are tolerated, timely exploitation needs to be one
viewpoint of a fault taxonomy. As this is not a part of the taxonomy of Avižienis
et al. yet, we propose a new viewpoint with two fault classes as illustrated in
figure 2.

The viewpoint Timely Exploitability addresses the timely exploitation of a fault. A
timely exploitable fault is a fault that can be exploited in a timely manner allowing
to violate tolerance bounds. The violation may be caused due to an enlargement of
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a vulnerabilility window or an unexpected short time period of an successful attack.
It is notable that the decision to which of both classes a fault belongs depends on
its context. A software flaw within a component may be timely exploitable within
one system, but is not in another one. Examples for timely exploitable faults are
insecure default configurations and software flaws leading to buffer overflows.

5 Conclusion

We identified a viewpoint and two elementary fault classes that were not covered by
the taxonomy of faults previously. They address the timely exploitation of faults
and support the discrimination of vulnerabilities that are tolerated by proactive
security and those that are not. We consider this addition helpful to reason about
intrusion-tolerant systems and their capabilities.

However, we are aware that the methodology of fault tolerance requiring to spec-
ify fault assumptions and coverage raises many questions when applied to security
related threats. For example, security fault models are very complex due to het-
erogenous aspects, e.g., human factors and covert channels. From our point of view,
it is an open question how to model such security related threats thoroughly.
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